
Method Statement + Risk Assessment
Photobooth Build, Operation + Pack down

Hazard Who is at risk What is the risk Control measures required Risk 
Rating

Controls 
Adequate

Dangerous 
equipment

Participants

Operators

Incorrectly set up

Not in satisfactory 
order

Electric shock

Staff fully trained in-house by Vintagebooth Ltd.
The equipment is inspected before being packed away from the last event and as 
they arrive on site for any signs of wear which can be rectified in good time.
All electrical components inspected for wear and that they are covered by a 12 
month PAT certificate. 

Low Yes

Dangerous site Participants

Operators

Falls / slips

Dampness / 
flooding

Rain / weather 
conditions

Equipment must be kept in a designated area which allows for a zone around the 
equipment for queuing/thoroughfare.
Equipment must be set-up following the manufacturer’s instructions. All efforts will 
be made during build and pack-down to ensure objects are kept out of 
thoroughfares.
Set-up on a sound and level area with no objects causing potential for trips whilst 
the photobooth and associated equipment is on site.
The equipment may not be able to run if the flooring is damp - for instance in 
outdoor marquees/outdoor situations.
The equipment needs to be protected from the elements - it can be operated 
outdoors, but it needs to have a sufficient overhead cover to protect from rain.

Low Yes

Alcohol Participants

Operators

Abusive behaviour

Over-exuberance

Spillages / 
equipment 
damage

Operator to advise participants if they have consumed too much alcohol to use the 
equipment

“No drinks in the booth” signage

Venue and event organisers to be made aware of the danger of drink in the 
photobooth. Spillages on equipment may result in the cessation of the photobooth’s 
operation for safety reasons (with regard to electrical equipment and staff safety). 

Low Yes
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